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VEG

COOLER weather with
fair skies will prevail

tcnight and tomorrow,
according to the fore--

cast

EXCLU6I

THE RAIN does not
seem to have placed
much of a damper upon the big battle of

u

the

Aisne.

A68QOIATED FF?E0e LEASED WIRE TELEGRAPH SERVICE
LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

VOL. XXXVI NO. 7.

CITY EDITION

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 1914.

Soldiers of Opposing Armies, Wei and Cold,

Are Suffering Hardships in Endeavor
TENTH DAY OF TERRIFIC FIGHT
IN

FINDS .CONTENDING FO RCE

The newspaper
200,000,000 marks.
express pride that this result should
be reached without foreign subscription
of the
ttt sending blanks to many
wealthy Germans now in the field. On
account of the unexpected success,
the final terms of payment have been
postponed until December.
Last night's report from headquarters Btated that the German armies in
France everywhere have assumed the
offensive. The Swedish explorer
Haven Hedin is a guest of EmHe
peror William at headquarters.
will be allowed to visit the eastern
and western fronts in order to give
account of the situation.
a
Advices from Vienna deny the report
that Henryk Slenkewickz, author of
"Qua Vadis," is a prisoner of war of
the Austrians. He; Is in Vienna en
route for Tirol and Is preparing to
write a book on his experiences In
the war.
The crown council at Bucharest, capital of Roumanla, on Saturday decided to continue the strictest Neutrality.
The Novow Fremya of Petrograd
that the destroyers of the German embassy In Petrograd, who were
arrested, have been released, as the
destruction of the embassy , was
prompedt by "noble and patriotic feelV
ing,"
Dr. Frldjof Nansen, the " explorer,
and author, is reported at, Christiana
to have emphasized, f raid; a roar of
aj, lauBe, that Norwii jaiset arrange
the ctoseat remuuaiou wltti 15c!,i
den for safeguarding in common their
independence.

JAP AEROPLANES WAR TAX BILL'S WILL

An-der- c

NOT

QUIT

BATTER GERMAN
i

FATE TO BE

TILL BILL IS

FORTS

DECIDED

PASSED

'

SAME POSITIONS AS AT OPENING

to Win

GREAT DAMAGE IS REPORTED AS
AT
. RESULT OF ACTIVITY
TSING TAU

THE EMERGENCY MEASURE IS
TRODUCED IN THE HOUSE

DEMOCRATS

TODAY

LIFE

INSURANCE

PROPOSE

SENATE ADOPT

TO MAKE

THE

HAR-

BORS MEASURE

TO

PAY

IN- - SIGHT
NO ADJOURNMENT
England waited
EIGHT CENTS FOR EACH $100
in vain today for information that the
WILL BE ASSESSED BY
MEMSOME OF THE MAJORITY
MIKADO IS GIVEN ASSISTANCE IN
bulk of the German army was to retire
GOVERNMENT
BERS SAY THEY WILL START
HIS CAMPAIGN IN THE
from France and waited prepared for
A REVOLT
PACIFIC
I
another period of anxiety and susTO
TRUSTING
HONESTY
pense which must last as long as the
great battle of the Alsne, now In Its
OLD
CATHEDRAL
REPUBLICANS
ARE READY
DESTROY
tenth day, remains undecided.
AND
TELEPHONE
TELEGRAPH
alMAY
Though British officials say the
COMPANIES
MAKE
SENATOR
LEADING
TEUTONS ARE CONDEMNED BY
BURTON,
lies are gaining ground, their progSWORN STATEMENTS
DEPREDAFIGHT ON ACT, DECLARES HE
ART LOVERS FOR
ress necessarily is slow and the public
WILL BATTLE GAMELY
TIONS AT RhEIMS
Is beginning to feel that the turning
Washington, Sepij. 21. Introduction
reachbe
will
never
0
of the emergency bill to raise
point In the battle
Paris, Sept. 21. Telegraphing from
Washington, Sept. 21. The filibused unless one side or the other has
by taxing beer, wines, gasoon the river and harbor bill was
the
ter
of
a
correspondent
Petrograd
been outflanked. The suggestion that
line, bankers, brokers, amusement
resumed
Saturthis
would
today in the senate amid the
instruand
commercial
Havas agency says:
accomplish
the allies
proprietors
Hand-to-IIan- d
of compromise. Chairman
toon
tho
German
ments
possibilities
the
featured
right
for
or
program
here
from
"A
received
Sunday
day
dispatch
the finance committer
Simmons
of
their
was not fulfilled and apparently
Vladivostock declares that Japanese day's session of the house.
stid an Informal conference with Sen
The
house
as
introduced
the
bill,
efforts are being continued today.
aeroplanes, throwing bombs, have de- ynet, puts, iresponsAbili'Y fmr collec- ator Burton, leading opponent of the
For days the British press referred
stroyed two of the Important forts at tion of the telegraph and telephone bill, developed that both sides migl t
peril," out so iar me
BRILIHNT CAVALRY ASSAULTS ARE FREQUENT to "von Kluck's
taxes on tli
Tsing Tatt
companies through yield some points.- .
Gorman commander has been able to
- - In
Mr.
senate
Burton
told
sworn
the
wouW
returns.
1808
he
the,
British
terrific
been
'public
must
have
Transports
cluck what
conveying
troops to aid the Japanese In the at was required to affix a stamp to each be satisfied with a lump appropriation
pressure from the British and French
of not more than $2,1,000,000, to be
tack on Tsing Tau left Tien Tsin Sat telegram.
Willi Practiced Eyes, Say left.
All federal, state, county, town and spent by the war department.
Scene
the
of
is
Czar
consists
Pleased
The
detachment
This
corro
no
been
Viemnrj
urday.
there
has
Naturally
Military Experls,
After a conference with President
municipal bonds and stocks and bonds
one rtgiment, the South Wales
Petrograd, Sept. 21, (via London)
Armies Will Ocboration from German sources of the
of
the
Opposing
One
of
Breakdown
arid loan associa- Wilson, Chairman Simmons said the
Nervous
iseued
has
in
chief
bjf
building
Hitcommander
Russian
small
part
report that a comparatively
and
Factor-Fl- esh
tions that loan only .to their own senate would stay in session cootinu-Genof the German army proposes to main- stnt the following telegram to
cur Soon and May Prove a Deciding
are exempt
stockholders,
Ruined
Old
Cathedral
era!
In
Ivanoff:
oisly until the bill was passed. IIe
tain merely a defensive position
Such Hardship.
y
'In taxing life Insurance policies 8 expressed his belief it would pass
Blood, They Say, Cannot Endure
21. (via
to
me
has
ordered
Chalons
"The
Sept.
makes
emperor
main
the
'body
France while
the
intenwas
each
bill
cents
$100,
for
There
or
provides
the
in
bom
continued
Wednesday.
Paris). The Germans
a stand on the frontier, but optimists transmit to the gallant armies
issued on the In tion, he said, of making the bill In
that in the
here believed it improbable that Em southwest his warm thanks for the barding the principal buildings of dustrial or policies
weekly payment plan the clude only projects already under way.
side In the battle of the Alsne, peror Williams troops again during splendid prowess shown by the Rus- Rheims. Debris and crumbling walls
40 per cent of the first rE( the president had not insisted on
tax
will
be
There is no victory as yet for either
successes
thirteenth
the
Is
to
of
am
arc
claim
left
all
that
carry
sides
happy
n
the present war will assume a general sian troops. I
j
the company to 'gnch, a plan.
which has now raged In France tor
weekly
premiums
out the will of his majesty."
century cathedral, the most remarkable
offensive on French territory
the tax. The tax will not apply
and favorable positions.
pay
Senator Simmons called at the White
archi
extant
of
Gothic
early
example
and night,
of desperate battle; fierce artillery f.re, day
to fraternal beneficiary societies andHouse primarjly to dfscuss the Alaska
tecture!.
Is
India
Loyal
mem- Mli ieasin.e measure which President
infantry" charge." in which fighting hand to hand,
raris, Sept. 21 The following offi
;dje0"S,a"9thht
In addition to the cathedral, the mu associations conducted by the
London, Sept 21 "All my troops
one
I
:beneflt
and Wilson Is eager to have passed. The- exclusive
cial announcement was given out In
their
bera
for
and" resources," is ths latest offer of seum, the hospital ana tne city nan
rn:U:ngyage0;red'becomin9 exhausted. The machine is weak, Paris today:
for
npt
profit
senator told the president the Mil
tho Gaekwar of Baroda to the British were all for the greater part destroy- ' The $100 theater tax In cities of
demands made upon it
First, on our left wing, on the right
could
be taken up after the river and
ing under the frightful
Inhabitants
the
ed.
Several
of
city
all the Indian
15,000 population includes moving plo haibor bill.
tank of the River Oise, we have ad government. Nearly
were
killed.
for
potentates have expressed a desire
showB.
vanced as far as the heights of
When Senator Burton learned of
In spite of the bombardment and tue
in the field, and
The tax on tobacco is to take ef- the
.west of Noyon. To the east of personal service
Ger
on
their
attacks
the
plan for ,a continued session, h
it,
repeated
the British governfect November 1. It exempts ail leaf declared he was prepared.
tho Oise and to the north of the River many have offered
mans
to
unable
been
have
take
ment
"all I possess."
tobacco ) dealers whose annual Bales
'
Aisne the Germans have givea evi
"I brought with me "a dress suit
'.
.kl. U,
igt 'M
The government of Madras will sup Rheims.
h.rd.hiM dence a recrudescence of activity.
do not exevep 1,000 pounds.
he said, "and am prepared to
Ciise,"
of
"In the region of Cranne there have ply a fully equipped hospital ship
"i llv
A Terrible Bombardment
flay right here as long as my strength
lr b..y been violent encounters which did not 300 beds for the use of the Indian
mav.
n
i.mi.r
holds out. In my suit case Is a loungIt is even said tnai ine ucrnion- A
ac
21.
detailed
Bordeaux,
men
Sept
HERNANDEZ BELIEVES
force.
roads, The
on
- account of heavy
stop short of bayonet charges. The
,mntn,
'
robe and I have picked out a soft
count
a n c r y ...,.u
of
wim c
the
bombardment
of
ing
German
from
are
suffering
the Germans
enemy was everywhere repulsed with
which will be of service when
cruch
are camping In water and the French say
Rheims
relates
the
that
cannonading
A United England
WIN reirforcements
THE G.O.P.
considerable losses. In the country
lack of food.
a
has
lasted
The
give me a chance for
for
Ger
be
to
fortnight.
21.
The British
there appears
Washington. Sept.
not unhas
Rheims
the
around
enemy
ui-- - - outcome, yet
is for a finish
outlook
Whi e neitner sioe ciaims
rest.
mans
The
said
to
are
have used petroleum
to some definite devei-goo- d dertaken any Infantry attack, confin- embassy today announced the receipt
reason to believe that the batt'e is a rawing
In
was
shells
.fi"ht."
afire
and
set
the
cons.dcity
NORTHERN
HIS TRIP THROUGH
cf the following from the foreign of
London and Paris, lead to the
ing himself to artillery fire, directed
mentS.
Military operations, both in
When Senator Simmons made known
many places and whole blocks of
notice
NEW MEXICO HAS BEEN
fice:
shjw
Ior
our
batter60
from
heavy guns.
front,
against
eratlon that the present lines,
houses reduced to smoking ruins.
the purpose to hold the senate In
ENCOURAGING
emanto
stories
Is
given
"Currency
"Second, on the center, in the Chamable changes soon.
which was
eetFion
until the bill was passfrom German sources of utteran The part of the population
efforts are
country and on the western ating
pagne
The fighting Is fiercest on the allies' left, where desperate
unable or unwilling to leave the city
C. Hernandez,, rhe republican ed, several democrats declared they
B.
to
Von
cause
the
ces
British
unfavorable
General
under
was without food for several days. candidate for congress, arrived in JLas wculd not agree to, another
slopes of the Argonne river, an ex
being made to turn the flank of the German army
In
ministers, labor mem
Von Kluck has been reinforced, but in spite of this the French,
Kluck.
ception being made of Soain. we have by
The people took shelter In cellars.
be
in
These
to
Vegas yesterday afternoon from An- session. One defied the senate to
England.
taken Mesnil-IeHurtus, and Masslges. bers and others
late official reports claim an advantage, though it is admitted
Some were Injured, but little or no
2
No.
for
make him reappear.'
...
on
train
tonchico, leaving
statements are probably largely based
In ihe Wooever district the enemy still
life had been reported.
loss
of
that
slight
Hernandez
Mr.
Raton.
regretted
on a speech which Burns was alleged
The Germans appear to be making desperate and persistent efforts to holds the region of Thiacourt an-- has
France Make. Protest
his engagements prevented his makto have made, but which was an en
urn the right wing of the allies, resting on Verdun.. The help of this cannonaded Hassonchatel. On our
The French, foreign office has for- ing a longer stay In Las Vegas at this
Invented In Germany,
ISIPOHIANT DAY FOR
fortified position Is of advantage to the French. On the center the right wing, Lorraine and the Vosges, tire fabrication
warded to neutral governments a pro- time, but foe is arranging to spend
were there is
"And labor member and others who
The
Germans
held
now
the
fluctuate.
positions
war
by
new.
of
fortunes
test against the German bombard- some time here later In the campaign.
nothing
'The Germans are fortifying them may have suggested that It would ment of the cathedral of Rheims,
well selected and well fortified.
THE COLOKED FOLK
He speaks enthusiastically of the
A news dispatch received In London from France say. an aeroplane
selves in the vicinity of DelMIt, to the have been better for the country to couched in the following terms:
in
a
outlook for
republican victory
remain neutral did so as private per
reconnolsance has given rise to the statement that a large portion of the' south of Chateau Salins."
"Without being able to Invoke even the fall election. His recent trip
on
the
as
sons
not
and
of
In
representing
direction
any
par
the
fortified
position,
German forces I. retiring
the appearance of military necessity,
the northern part of the state ANNIVERSARY OF EMANCIPATION!
caty. Mr. Arthur Henderson, now chair- - and for the mere pleasure of destroy- through
German border. The destruction by German shell fire of the famous
WILL BE CELEBRATED
the strength of the party
has
shown
Raises
the
Money
Germany
nan of the labor party, has made a ing, German troops have subjected the
thedral of Rhelm. ha. been made a matter of protest on the part of the
of re
TOMORROW
indicative
is
and
via
Wireless
clearly
21,
there,
Berlin,
(By
Sept.
strong speech In support of the gov- cathedral of Rheims to a systematic
French government Berlin, in an official statement asserts that the fire
at
success
Severythe
polls.
re
far
Sayville) Subscriptions thus
ernment Mr. W. Cook spoke equally and furious bombardment. At this publican
of the French came from the direction of the cathedral, and the necesIn
Tomorrow the
where he went, he says, his reception
ceived, to the German war loan have
Is
strongly In a similar sense at Mr. hour the1 famous basilica is but a heap was
of
It
regretted.
sity
bombarding
and
will
celebrate
the
of
Las
and
signing
fealty
cordial,
Vegas
pledges
assured the brilliant success of the Churchill's
meeting on the eleventh, of ruins.
The French navy, acting In conjunction with the British naval force.
were poured into his ears of the emancipation proclamation by
plan. Ot 9 paper speaks of the public and the parliamentary committee of
In the channel and the North Sea, has aided In retaining command of the
"It is the duty of the government so constantly that he is sure of a President Lincoln with a program in
sea. which have been In the hand, of the allies since the war began, ac- response as the "victory of those at- the trades union congress Issued a of the republic to denounce the uni united
Lincoln park beginning at 1 o'clock.
support.
was
4,200,for
the Somme." The call
manifesto on September 3 approving versal indignation this revolting act
cording to an official French review of the work of their navy.
At 11 o'clock a lunch will be served
marks
With
000,000
($1,050,000,000).
Prezsemsl In Galicia is resisting the invading Russians with artillery
the manner in which, the labor party of vandalism, which to giving over
5144 Sixth street to which all nwn-ber- s
OFFER
at
LEACH
GETS
a number of reports not yet received has
fire. It Is said that a strong German army I. at Prezsemsl.
responded to the appeal made to to the flames this sanctuary of his
21. Tommy Leach,
of the colored race are invited.
Sept.
Chicago,
to
total
the
the
subscription
imperial al! political parties to give the!r co
Berlin says there Is no news from the Russian front The floating
of an incom- outfielder of the
humanity
deprives
tory,
Nationals,
During the afternoon the proclamaChicago
bonds already Is 2,943,000,000 marks.
of the German war loan Is Indicated as a brilliant success. The official
operation In securing the enlistment of parable portion of its historic patri- has been offered the management of tion will be read and the speech of
The treasury certificates which were tr.en for the war.
afternoon statement from Paris says that terrific bayonet charges in the
mony."
tbe Pittsburgh Federals according to the occasion will be made by IX IL
vicinity of Cranne resulted In the drawing back of the German, with offered to the amount of $1,000,000,000
Williamson.
a etory printed hpre today.
on
on
Page Five)
(Continued
Page Eight)
(Continued
murks, have been oversubscribed by
heavv losses.
n

MUDDY SOIL PREVENTS MOVING

London, Sept.

21.
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Ifyou haven't received your copy of
the Wooltex Style book, ask lor it the
next time you are in the Store.

nun iuiiii uii""
nr. rnn.TP
LlLldHAIl A

Continuing Hie early autumn showing
of Wooltex coats, suits and skirts

NEW YEAR'S DAY IS OBSERVED
BY ORTHODOX AND UNORTHODOX AS WELL

women who have paid a visit of inspection
d
The many
to see the new Wooltex apparel have confirmed our opinion that styles
so beautiful as
were never handsomer and fabrics perhaps never quite
they are this season.
And there is much gratification
over the opportunity to secure such
handsome ntw coats and suits dur.
women
ing these early days, when
are so anxious to change from their
summer garments to the beautiful
new apparel of autumn.
Wooltex garments express absolute correctness in style, with the
ii
highest character of tailoring and
r
and finish known to women's
well-dresse-

I

ready-to-wea-

XT""

Copyrtcb! W
Tin-

H. Black

Co.

garments.
Every coat and suit is guaranteed by the manufacturers, and us, to
give two seasons of satisfactory

v
1914

7ie H.

Blvk Co.

service.

In buying Wooltex apparel there is security, both as to its
in fashion and the durability of the garment; and prices
are quite moderate-

New York,

Sept

21.

At sunset

last

evening the Jewish people throughout
the world began the celebration of
the
Kosh Hashanah, or the festival of
tne
of
New Year. It is the beginning
calendar,
Hebraic
of
5675
the
year
ia traditionally. supposed to
ki..k w
nuiv.u
count from the creation of the world.
eare
The celebration of the New
festival is more generally observed by
the Jews than any othor of the Burner
ous feasts and fast sin their calendar,
with the single exception of Yom KipAtone
of
the
of
Day
or
the feast
pur,
ment which follows close upon it.
num
Among orthodox Jews, whoBe
bers in this city nave been greatly
increased in recent years by immigrant
from Russia and Poland, the cere
monies in connection withRosh Hash
anah extend over two days. With
wiat is termed the reformed element
those who have accepted the modern
interpretation of the scriptures, while
the. celebration of the festival is as
strictly observed as among the ortho
dox, it is confined to one day. The
religious observance of the festival en
joins entire abstention from business
and all labor, and the attendance upon
tha religious services at the syna

MTV

till

est of Sabbat.! jcU'; work. "Ecaes
I r m the FImIu." uy Rev. J. Win
stato Sabbatn
missionary "The
Childrtn of Korea," by Rev. Gfljrge
ii.

h

MINISTER

LAST

CALLS FLOCK PIGS

OF

FAMOUS

THOSE SUSPECTED OF BEING DAN
GEROUS ARE PLACED IN

CONFINEMENT

London, Sept 21. The number of
alien enemies" in the United King-om, which is estimated at from 50,- 000 to 80,000 including women and
children, dally becomes a matter of
more concern.
Most of the better class have re
ceived police permits to remain at liberty, reporting at Btated times to the
Of these many con- police stations.
nue in employment, but the discharg
ing of clerks teachers, governesses and
servants of German or Austrian birth
is becoming more common as the war
feeling grows. The women, who are
required to register with the police,
are supported by charitable funds or
out of the 200,000 marks appropriated
by the German government for the re
lief of subjects in England. But the
vnst majority of unemployed and pen
niless, who are a charge on society
and r, source of concern to the police,
hava been gathered into various deten
BETTER CHURCH ATTENDANCE tion camps.
At one of these camp3 at Aldershot
Manchester, Sept. 21. Greatly In
there are over 2,000 inmates. Tbey
creased attendanve at church serv live in a tent
city within a barbed
ices Is one of the marked effects of wire enclosure. As an extra inducethe war which has, been noted by ment to remain inside the barbed wire,
Manchester clergymen, one ofi whom the prisoners are deprived of their
shoes. It is expected that the prisondiscussing this subject In a Man
to work in the
Chester paper says: "It Is surpri; ers will soon be put
detained aliens
all
as
the
fields,
just
ing to see as large an attendance at
a week night service as at a Sundya have in Germany.
In the great steel and glass paviservice. It is the instinct of those
lion
known as the Olympia, whore
find
to
such
left at home
fellowship at
'But the outstanding factor fashion and nobility gathered for the
tim1a.
annual military tournament and the
Is that the war is bringing us as
nation into the presence of the real! horse show recently, some six hundred Germans, Austrian and Hungar
ties of life and death."
ians are detained.
The prisoners have plenty of space,
Don't Be Bothering With Coughing
for
exercise, which takes generally the
Stop it with Foley's Honey and Tar
It spreads a soothing term of children's games. They run
Compound.
healing coating as It glides down the after each other and shout like boys
throat, and tickling hoarseness, and in a play yard.
nervous hacking, are quickly healed.
Although the prisoners look the
Children love it tastes good and no worse for lack of baths and laundries,
opiates. A man in Texaa. walked 15 they are for the larger part of the
miles to a drug store to get a bottle. foreign rifraff of London and are anyBest you can buy for croup and bron thing but discontent at having a day
of liberty with three meals Included.
chial coughs. Try it. Adv.
-

9:00-12:0-

0

30-5-

Korea.

Reception to delegates to
and
Synodical society.
synod
Saturday Morning
8:30 Devotions, led by Rev. B. Z.
S: 00

McCullough.
9:0O Home Missions.
12:00 Recess.

Saturday Afternooon
to 4:00 A conference, "The
Presbyterian United Movement: How
It Helps." Led by Dr. Fullerton and
Mr. Patterson.
4:00 Free automobile ride to vis
itors.
Saturday Evening
7:30 Popular Meeting "Home Mis
sions in New Mexico." Rev. John R.
Gnss, D. D., presiding. Brief address
es by Rev. H. J. Cumpsten, Hagerman,
N. M.; Rev. Victoriano Valdez, Taos,
N. M.; Rev. Henry C. Nation, Ligu- na, N. M.; Fev. John D. Henry, Dom1:30

f

e

OF WORRY

A CAUSE

McCune.

COMPANY realize that they have committed sins
which should be atoned for. After the ing, N. M.
Baltimore, Md., Sept 21 Social
Doctor Gincburg, Now Dead, Assisted blowing of the horn special services
Sunday Morning
in the Revision of the Old Testaservice and social justice are the most Abusive Language to Congregation
and prayers are held to commemorate
45 Bible school.
a Court
Pastor
Swiss
Cost
1884.
in
ment
prominent Bubjects scheduled for con
the occasion.
11:00 Morning worship. Sermon
Fine of $70.
In addition to the regularly estab- by liev George S. McCune.
sideration at the annual convention of
Of the company of learned men en
Geneva. Pastor Korber of Zenen, gaged in the revision of the Old Testa lished congregations worshipping all
of Cathe American Federation
Sunday Evening
known throughout Switzer- ment in 1SS4, not one now survives.
who
all the year round In places of wor
7:30 Popular meeting in the inter
met in land is his militant
tholic
societies, which.
was
for
who
D.
the
C.
Christianity, has
Dr.
Ginsburg,
ship owned or regularly rented by
Baltimore today tor a session of been reminded that, while his office last of the revisers, died a few weeks
them, the need of many improvised
cerspiritual shepherd gives him a
years,
ago at the age of eighty-threftur days. Delegates representing of
synagogues is imperative owing to the
tain license when addressing those
a
Jew
was
Polish
Doctor
Ginsburg
embolic lay organizations in every who care to be included in hia flock. who forsook
great number of Jews, on the East
embraced
Judaism and
section of the country are attending he must not liken them to any ani Christianity. His special knowledge Side in particular, who do not belong
mals other than sheep.
of Hebrew was prpbably unique, and to any established congregation, but
the gathering. Among the most attrao- At a recent nubile meeting the mem' his introduction to ttie Heorew uime who desire to take part in the cele
be
will
jjera 0 jrr. Korber's flock ventured to his edition of the Hebrew Bible, his
tive features of the program
bration of the festival. To fulfill this
an address by Cardinal Gibbons and differ from him on some local mat- Massorah, as well as pther studies,
need
every available hall and place
.the
venerable
shep have secured him a lasting place in
a parade in which it Is expected 30,000 ter; whereupon
of public meeting on the East Side,
herd
waved his arms and cried:
of
fame.
scroll
the
take
will
part.
laymen
"You miserable band of pigs!"
But Doctor Ginsburg Is known to many in Harlem and a number In the
This was too much for the dignity of the wider world by the service he ren Pionx, have been fitted up as tempor
a
Weak
stomach
For
the flock and the matter was taken
to the British museum on
ary places of worship. The seats In
There are people right in this vicin- to the civil court at Lenzburg, which dered
memorable occasion. A certain deal these
improvised synagogues are
to
who
be
find it necessary
very fined the reverend gentleman $10 and er in old manuscripts who had al
ity
those who desire to wor
bought
by
careful about what they eat as they $60 costs for using abusive language.
ready procured through the Arabs
at
these
ship
places, but there is alThe
was
money
have weak stomachs. Many of them
promptly handed many literary curiosities, a Mr. Shapwculd be very much benefited by the over in court.
hira, in 1S83, reported a find to the ways a provision made for those who
CARL GANTVOORT
British museum which created an im cannot afford the expenditure, so that
same treatment that cured Mrs. Erno one desirous of taking part in the
mense sensation.
nest Pharo, of Beaver Dam, Ohio, who
This "find" was a copy of the Book
Is turned away.
writes, "I had a weak stomaca and Cost Kept Down Quality Kept Up! of Deuteronomy, made in the reign of services
tuxedo and are firm friends."
for years certain food disagreed with
No better medicine could be made Jehosaphat, nearly 900 years before
MANY
WOULD ENLIST
me. I would feel uncomfortable for for coughs, colds, croup, hoarseness,
Christ.
It consisted of 15 leather
Liondon, bftpt 21. So many men
hours after eating. I lost weight and tickling throat, bronchitis, etc., than strips, black with age. To the casual
became debilitated.
Then I began Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. observer there was only a plain oily who want to enlist In the army have
on touching them with beeni refused, because of defective
taking Chamberlain's Tablets and the That's why they cant improve the surface, but
of
these strips appeared teeth that 50 American and English
wine,
spirits
rromptness with which they benefited quality, and war or no war, the price covered with
writing 40 columns of dentists have volunteered their servme surprised both myself and my fam- remains the same. No opiates. Don't
Deuteronomy, in the ancient char ices to remedy conditions. Each of
ily. They strengthened my digestion take substitutes, for Foley's Honey acters similar to those on the Moablte
the 50 dentists has agreed to treat
pad in a short time I was sound and and Tar is the best. O. G. Schaefer stone.
cost the teeth of 50 men
without
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Mr. Shaphlra estimated the value
well. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
of this new treasure at $5,000,000. whose physical condition is such that
Obviously the first thing the British they will be acceptable as recruits
museum authorities wanted to be as- when their dental shortcomings are
sured of was the genuineness of this removed!,
, e
discovery. As many critical questions
would be settled by such a document
AN OVERBURDENED
WIFE
Biblical scholars held their breath
do and the
women
work
the
If
that
was
while the investigation
proceedJACK HENDERSON
On Tuesday, August 21, 1883, pains they suffer could be measured In
ing.
of the "Pink Lady" Company
the Times announced that the docu- figures, what a terrible array they
"Loud cheers for 'Uuxedo. My
ment was a fraud, one of the cleverest would present! Through girlhood,
move faster
its supplyltrain
favorite always. I put neafzea
literary swindles ever perpetrated.
wifehood and motherhood woman toils
into my singing after a pipeful of
men
march and
healtfhul,
on, often suuffering with backache,
"Guxedo. I find 'Cuxedo a teal
First War Correspo ndent.
nervous
and
headaches
in
food.
side,
pains
voice help."
The first war correspondent, ac- ness which are
e
symtoms of
In the
cording to a theory propounded by
of Life, you cannot go
or
which
Lydia E.
organic
derangements
to
have
Sutherland Edwards, appears
food.
without nourishing, health-buildin- g
Vegetable Compound
been Homer, who was sent by the edi- Pinkham's
tor of an Argos- - paper called the made from roots and herbs can unSuch a food is
Chronos to describe the siege of Troy. doubtedly correct. Women who suffer
Hostilities lasted only about seven should not give up hope until they
weeks, and when they came to an end Lave given it a trial. Adv.
the Greek chiefs were in no hurry to
return to their wives. Homer was a
How's This 7
good eort, and as he drew a large salWe offer One Hundred Dollars Reary and a handsome allowance for expenses from the Chronos, he readily ward for any case of Catarrh that cani accepted
the scheme propounded by not be cured by Hall' sCatarrh Cure.
It is scientifically prepared to supply
the wise Ulysses to keep the war goF. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 01.
ing in the columns of bis. paper so long
We, the undersigned, have known F.
of
in concentrated,
as he could manage to write about it J.
Cheney for the last 15 years, and
His lotters were too good not to pub-easily digestible form.
him perfectly honorable in all
believe
lish, and meantime the Greek chiefs
While
in Europe is sending up the
had an enjoyable time at Troy and business transactions and financially
in book form as able to carry out any obligations made
elsewhere.
DONALD BRIAN
price of all foods in America, remember
j "The
Iliad," these early examples of his firm.
Marring In "The Marriage Market"
war correspondence have enjoyed a NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
" have found that the use of
delicious flavour, economy and
health in
wider circulation than was possible
Toledo, O.
'Cuxedo does not interfere with mu
Grape-Nuts- .
even lu the columns of the Chxono.
.
i
Hall's Catarrh Cur Is taken inter
newer
' more i
VTYS'i,
blood
the
nally, acting directly upon
satisfying, more
indulged in a
and mucous surfaces of the system.
reauy oenejiaai cmoe.
Suicide Beside His Dead Horse.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
Milltown, N. Y. His horse killed by
a train and 111 himself, Robert D. Chill per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
sold by Grocers everywhere
Take Hall's Family Pills for constiiday took his own lifa beside ik-- j
animal.
pation. Adv..
TO DISCUSS SOCIAL SERVICE

LIENS IN ENGLAND

The Women's Synodical Society of
Mexico will meet September 23.
Ntw
ANNUAL SESSION OF THE SYNOD
The program follows:
OF NEW MEXICO ON SEPFriday
TEMBER 24
9:00 a. m. Executive committee
conference.
Albuiuerque, N. Jr., bepi.
10:30 a. m. Devotional topic: "Joy
1
New Mexican synod of the Presbyte-- F.iisential to Service' Minutes. Re
riun church will hold its twenty-sixtport of corresponding secretary. Presannual session here from September
byterian organization.
The meetings are to ds neiu
24 to 28.
2:00 p. m. Devotional topic "Whose
in the First Presbyterian church.
I Am and Whom I Serve." Welcome.
Here is the program:
Problems and prospects. A personal
Thursday Evening
of works and workers. A "de
glimpse
7:30 Opening sermon by Rev. monstration." A Mission study class.
Hugh A. Cooper, mouerator.
Saturday
munion service. Enrollment,
10:00 a. m. Devotional topic: "F,ftlon of officers.
fectual Prayer." Reports from vice
Friday Morning
president on departmental secretaries.
led
!3rt Devotions,
by Rev. Business. Election of officers. Method
Cl aries D. Darling, Ph. D.
hour and question nox.
Business.
2:00 p. m. Devotional topic, "Inter
Friday Afternoon
cession." Echoes from annual meet
:
1 :
00 Business.
ing. Address, "Over Sea and Land,"
Friday Evening
Mrs. Guy S. Davis, field secretary.
7:30 Popular meeting, "PresbyteSunday
rian United Movement." Addresses by
3:00
p. m. Devotional quartet
Mr. J. M. Patterson, of St. Louis, Mo.; Views
from the front Quartet. AdRev. B. P. Fullerton, D. D., of St. dress. Mrs.
Guy S. Davis. Adjourn
Louis, Mo.; Rev. George S. McCune, of ment.

gogues.
A prominent feature of the services
n the synagogues is the blowing of
the ram's horn or shofar. The reason
for blowing the horn can be traced
back to the beginning of the Jewish
race and is supposed to remind the
children of Israel that the time for
repentance is at hand and they should
.
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Great Siegers ust
"Tobacco ise f J
Tuxedo istheTobaccoChosenbyOperaStars
"EN who depend upon their voices
come to know tobacco as the ordinary smoker never knows it. A sen- -

M

VoZSnZpMthvLjo. sitive throat or mouth feels the slightest
l
Sting, bite Or SCOrCfl OI tODaCCO.

"An Army Moves
Upon Its Stomach"
It cannot
cannot
sustaining
Battle
far

.

than
fight without

tell-tal-

fast

Grape-Nut- s

greatest amount
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war

better
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The Perfect Tobacco for Pipe and Cigarette

Tuxedo tobacco has made thousands of men
converts to the pipe, because it has made
possible for them. Under the famous
"Tuxedo Process" the mild, tender leave9 of the
highest grade Burley tobacco are so skillfully treated
that Tuxedo burns slowly and affords a cool, mild,
thoroughly eniovable Dipe
smoke.
Leading men in all
n
walks of life
pipe-smoki-

ng

jSS

well-know-

doctors, lawyers, ministers, lecturers, etc.

6moke Tuxedo and testify
to its soothing influence
on the throat.
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VOU CAN BUY TUXEDO
EVERYWHERE

d

rsL

No Advance in Price

Tuxedo is the one tobacco which singers,
actors, public speakers all men who guard
their throats zealously can smoke with
pleasure and safety.
Tuxedo tobacco cannot sting, bite or irritate the delicate membranes of the mouth
or throat.

Famoua green tin with gold let-tering, curved to fit the pocket
Convenient pouch, inner-line- d
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ing withstood the strain of unfavor
able conditions both at home and
1
abroad with remarkable
success.
in
Blood
FOR ROBBING SALOON
There have been, relatively few susROAD IS PaOPOSEO
pensions of dividends, which demonTO
strates that our industrial and railroad
Does Real Work in Cleaning
corporations have been eminently
Body of Impurities.
ADOLFO; QUINTANA IS GIVEN A HIGHWAY WILL REDUCE SHORT.
successful In sustaining their credit
HEAVY SENTENCE BY A
EST LAS
notwithstanding many reverses. Again
SANTA FE JUDGE
ROUTE 80 MILES
tho United States will feel this war
less than any other civilized nation in
Santa Fy, Sept), 21. Judge B. C.
That the people of Vaughn are alive
tho world. To a large extent this
ALBERTA,
ARIZONA,
BRITISH COLOMBIA, COLORADO,
Abbott today sentenced Adolfo Quin- - to the importance or good roads is THE EUROPEAN WAR IS HAVING
Is
country
and Is less
shown
tana to tne penitentiary to serve a
LESS EFFECT ON BUSIby the fact that when ths
IDAHO,
MEXICO,
MONTANA,
NEVADA, OREGON, TEXAS,
dependent upon foreign trade than any
term of two or three years for enter- members of the Sun Miguel county
NESS HERE
other country at present involved In
SASKATCHEWAN,
WASHINGTON
UTAH,
AND WYOMING.
ing John Hampel'g saloon on San highway commission arrived in that
war. Our foreign commerce. It is
Francisco street a few weeks ago and city Saturday they were informed that
Iew York, Sept.- 21. This country true, has received a thock, but the
holding up Bartender Carl Stephan atJ they were expecttd to attend a specis
Is
to
old
an
rapidly adjusting itself to war con dltturbanco has not been as serious
the
war
the
ial
skin
civil
of
rifle.
It
that blood Impurities
point
meeting the commercial club for
are driven by Nature.
And it Is In the Quintana was arrested
shows visible a expected; and though our August
by the city po- the purpose of discussing the build- ditions and already
Kkln that S. 8. S.. the famous blood purof
from
as
signs
lice
was
he
lias
a
the terrific exports showed heavy losses the later
new highway connecting
Kg most pronounced
ifier,
recoviTy
influence.
leaving thc saloon, ing of
For it is here that you see the results. Hartender
bluw which fell upon the entire civ foreign commerce returns indicate
and
and
As
Antonchico.
prescourage
Slephan's
this
Vaughn
8. 8. 3. Is none the less effective In the
that we are rapidly returning to more
Tickets on Sale Daily,
joints, glands and mucous surfaces In ence of mind making the arrest pos highway would prove a valuable link ilized world more than six weeks ago.
Through Tourist Sleeper
normal condiiions. The losses in our
driving out rheumatism, overcoming bolls sible.
That
blow
smashed
the
in the new Las
credit
world's
24th
road
to October
September
and ridding the system of catarrh.
Daily Service
When brought before Judge Abbott the Vaughn Commercial club was of system in a fashion never before ex exports were very largely the result
The purely vegetable
ingredients In
1914.
8th,
Unexcelled
S. 8. S. are naturally assimilated but
of
a
temporarily demoralized
Quintana pleaded guilty. The judge the opinion that the Las Vegas Com- perienced and never expected by those
they enter tho blood as an active mediimand
exchange
with an
market,
cine and are not destroyed or converted
recognized in Quintana the youth who mercial club would be sufficiently In responsible for the war, or by those
while at work.
who were able to estimate Its effects.. piovement In financial conditions ex
It Is tills peculiar feat- three or four years ago was arrested terested in It to
give whatever asure of 8. R. 8. that makes It so effective.
Stop-Ove- r
It stirs Into action all the forces of the for highway robbery committed right sistance will be needed in its con- Nevertheless, the shock has beon, met ports are steadily increasing. The to
body, arouses digestive secretions, stimunear the capitol building. Quintana struction. The highway commission- with remarkable success in this coun tal exports of merchandise from New
lates the blood circulation to destroy disYcrk last week were $14,000,000, comwas sentenced to the reform school, ers assured the organization that they try, thanks to intelligent
ease breeding germs.
I'pon entering the blood 8. S. 8. Is but was released a short time ago. believed Las
between government, financial and pared with $15,400,000 a year ago. For
would
more
be
Vegans
carried throughout your body In about
commercial inierwsts; and, while the tho week ended August 22, when the
And In a brief time it The judge reminded Quintana that he than willing to do tnetr share.
three minutes.
lias any blood trouble so under control had had a chance to
(liiucnities to overcome are still of shock of war was felt keenest, our
The
reform
but
had
said
would
Vaughn
people
ATLANTA, GA., and Account of
they
Graduthat It no longer can multiply.
Tickets on Sale Oct
general
not
availed
broken-downew
Is
himself
of
of the oppor- pay part
flesh
formed in all
the expense, provided the the gravest character and while fur- - exports at New York were only $8,500,-00ally
tissues and the skin takes on the
return
convention
of
compared with $15,800,000 the prestate would bear a portion of it, and her disasters may yet be possible,
the 3, 4, 6. Final return
tunity.
ruddy glow of health. lie sure and get
a bottle of 8. 8. 8. today of any drugJudge Abbott sentenced Manuel Ro- the plan is to have the Ijpv Vegaj the situation is vastly better than at vious year. The imports of merchan
Churches of Christ
limit Oct 17th, 1914.
gist, but avoid all substitutes.
mero to serve five to six months in boosters assit in bringing rhe proper any time since the war began and the dise at New York last week were $15,- Around the bottle Is an illustrated ciroutlook
is
imas
200,000,
for
against $20,200,000 a year
ctrtainly
cular that tells you how to obtain spe- jail for robbing Hampel's saloon. Ro- pressure to bear upon the s tate engisteady
cial free advice In quickly
SPRINGER, N. M., Account Colfax County Tickets on sale Sept.
overcoming mero entered a plea of guilty in the neer's office.
It is pmposeJ to run provement. There is a better de ago; a much smalter loss than was
serious blood disorders.
8. S. 8. Is premand for commercial paper, and for- noticeable in the third week of Aue.
lie had ac- the new road up the Guadaiire-Tor-ranc- e
pared only by The Swift Hpevlflc Co., 09 district court today.
and .return
Fair.
24, 25, 26. Final return
Swift Hldg., Atlanta, ('.a.
companied Quintana to the saloon and
county line from Vaughn to eign exchange is declining and at the ust when the imports at New York
tliei
lowest
since
war. Finance, grain were $12,000,000, against $18,000,000 at
following his directions filled hla Antonchico. The San Miguel coumy
limlt. Sept 2Sth, 1914.
pockets with the silver coin which road commission plans to build a road ana cotton bills are each in better the corresponding date last year. The
HOMES FOR AGED MEMBERS
stands) exposed behind the bar. Judge from the county line to the foot of supply and tend to prevent gold ex- total August returns for the entire
RATON, N. M., and Account Northern New Tickets on sale Sept
Indianapolis, Ind., Sept. 21 The Abbott took the view that Romero the. Canon del Agua hill, which will ports which otherwise would be In United States when they appear will
29 to 0ct 3- - lncl"sire.
eighteenth annual convention cf the had been led into this affair by so connect the existing highways that evitable. The success of the New certainly make an impressive show
Mexico Fair.
return
Vnited Carpenters and Joiners Asso-ciati- Quintana. Romero has
6
York
cent
city per
Final return limit Oct
loan, and the im ing of the effect of war upon our lor- already serv'td it will be possible to drive from Sanof America assembled in this two months In the county
ta Rosa to Vaughn without crossing proved condition of the Bank of Eng- eign commerce, but it should ho
jail.
4th, 1914.
land are also encouraging factors.
city today and will remain in session
the river.
cognized that with the resumption of
Much necessarily depends upon the
ten days or two weeks. Nearly 500
The
TRISTATE FAIR AT MEMPHIS
road and
shipping, and improved conditions in
N.
Account Convention of Tickets on sale Sept
ALBUQUERQUE,
delegates, representing local branchdel Agua high- progress of the war. An early end foreicri exchange, our foreign trade Is
Memphis, Tenn., Sept. 21. A great the county
30es of the organization throughout the display of the agricultural and other way, used in connection with the new of the struggle would bring absolute apidly
M
and return
getting back to normal, the
National Sunday al27 t0 - delusive. Fin- return limit Oct. 3,
united states ana uanaaa, were on resources of Arkansas, Mississippi and road to Roswell by way of Palma, will relief, followed probably by a sharp losses being chiefly in our trade with
School of New Mexico.
hand when the gathering was called Tennessee Is embraced in the exhibit cut tho distance to the Chaves county rebound in values. A protracted strug- Oormany. With Austria and
1914
Russia
gle
to order this morning by James Kir-by- , at the
would,
a
however,
seat
80
over
growimpose
miles.
The
our
considerably
trade is limited. In August the
fair, which opened In
N.
ALBUQUERQUE,
Dates of sale Oct 3rd.
ing strain upon an already seriously alue of our cotton
the general president of the asso- this city today. A vast amount of present route of the Las Vegas-Palma- was
shipments
M. and return.
ciation. The initial Besslon was de- money has been spent In the improve Roswell road is 65 miles shorter than weakened financial position abroad. nly 51,300,000, against
t0 10th ,nclusIvO- a
$16,500,000
If the allies are determined, as is
Account New Mexico
Fim.l return limit Oct.
voted to the opening adresses and ment of the grounds and the erection the route by way of Lamy.
ear ago. Mineral oils in that month
1
for tae round trip.
State Fair.
The road commission left here Sat- said, to crush militarism, that means, dfclined to $7,800,000, as
the work of organization. It is expect- of new buildings and pavilions. An
12th, 1914.
against
ed the preliminary business will oc- attraction program of free entertain urday morning in automobiles for the the end will not come until exhaust
the previous year, while bread-sluff- s
cupy the time until Wednesday, after ment has been provided In addition purpose of setting up markers on the tion of one side or the other. An
Increased to $29,500,000,
actually
LAS CRUCES, N. M,
Dates of sale Sept I
whic lithe convention will take up its t.i the exhibits In the numerous de- new highway. The commissioners earnest movement is being made for against $28,GOO,000 for the same
month
and
return.
29tU to ct 3rd lnclu-tills
but
at
peace,
stage of the strug- in 1913.
real work. The question of building partments. The management expects visited Encino,' Vaughn and Santa
Account Dona
Ana
sive. Filial return lim- seems
it
Gergle
Rosa
that
hardly
all
the
and
between.
likely
1wo homes for aged members of the fully 200,000
points lying
In home industrial circles a more
1
visitors durr the round trip.
County Fair.
it 0ct 4th 1914
would
many
such
accept
arrived
home
after
proposals
Thoy
Is
yesterday,
one
of the Important ing the 13 days of the fair.
organization
confident
is
Good
feeling
!
developing.
i
spending the night In Vaughn. They as the allies may be expecttd to crops are helping the west wonderful
matters that will come before the conmake. It Is said this war is costing
Chap-eritrain
a
at
report
big
yesterday
vention for consideration and action.
For other information call on D. L. Batchelor, Agent
ly. Throughout New England there
The road commissioners are about 150,000,000 a day, which is at are
of
recover.
signs
The
actual
the
rate of about $18,000,000,000 a
COPAQ4
Robert J. Taupert, George H. Hunker
year. These figures, are probably steppage of industry has teen less
Sostenes'
and
A Lame Back
Delgado.
than expected, and in some cases
Kidney Trouble Causes
i
A PROPHETIC SPEECH
somewhat exaggerated.
publicity and popularity, it is suffic
Besides, it
It
.i
...
easing activity Is already noted. Our
i
i.tnt hull 4T nave
should be remembered that in time of
me
connaence or
21.
French
The
Paris, Sept.
papers those who
And it will give you even worse if
textile
mills
stood
the
SMOKES FOR SOLDIERS
shock
some
well,
have served under my or
peace the huge armies of Europe have
not checked. Mrs. H. T. Straynge,
London, Sept. 21. The Blue Cross cost staggering sums; so that the net of them being engaged on foreign or. are recalling an interesting reply ders, and the suffrage of
good peopb
a
made
which
General
Pan
year ago sucn as
Gainesville, Ga., was fairly down on
society which has been established at increase in the war is not represented dors; and our steel Industry is also
you."
his
when
to
preadmirers
her back with kidney trouble and inproposed
the suggestion of Sylvia Lathrop, tho by its present actual cost. The worst giving a better account of itself than
sent him with a sword of honor upon
flamed bladder. She says.: "I took
daughter of Ben Lathrop effects of the struggle at the moment at one time anticipated; an Increasing
the occasion of his giving up com- Dizzy Head, Fluttering Heart, Float!
of California, and which is composed are the awful
Foley Kidney Pills and now my back
carnage, the wanton interest being shown in export trade. mand of the Twentieth army corps.
Is stronger than in years, and both
Ing Speck
collection
entirely of children, has the
destruction of property and the whole Vigorous efforts are already being "I
.4
These are signs of kidney and blad
certainly should not accept the
of tobacco for convalescent soldiers sale demoralization
made
in
kidney and bladder troubles are enthe
latter
direction
our
by
pf finance and
as its particular mission. Already the commerce. Happily the financial sit bankers and export merchants with in- sword of honor that you and other der trouble, You'll have headache?
tirely gone." O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
children have obtained enough smok- uation is gradually improving, both dications that a considerable increase well meaning patriots think of giving too, backaches and be tired all over
me," he said. "Such a recompense Don't wait longer, but take Foley Kid
ing material to supply 200 soldiers In in London and in New York. No ar- In foreign trade will come to the
one London hospital and the work Is rangements have as yet been made Inited States as a result of the war. must be reserved for the man who ney Pills at once. Your miserabli
our victorious armies be- sick feeling will foe gone. You wili
There is just one other element for shall lead
constantly expanding.
for the opening of tie stock ex
yond Metz and Strassburg, beyond the sleep well, eat well and grow stronp
J
changes at these respective markets waived confidence, which has been al- Rhine, into the very heart of the Ger- and active again.
Try them. O. G
for the reason that thus far no plan most lost to sight by the European main
Active
Your
Liver Healthily
As for me, modest Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
empire.
Keeps
Is the abatement
of worker in times of peace, enemy to
A man In Kentucky just told a nasi been devised for taking care of tragedy, which
Adv,
MOST
YOUR
at
the
to
securities
hostility
which,
would
Washington
cor
large
probably
friend that Foley Cathartic Tablets
were the most wonderful medicine be offered for sale from abroad. Un porations. The government Is already
that had entered his system. Said he til some plan of gradual or partial re lshowing a more friendly attitude to
would not be without them. Neither sumption is devised it Is the part of ig business and there are signs that
the spirit of prejudice is giving way to
would you, if you had ever tried them. wisdom to keep the exchanges closed;
reason. The plight of the railroads
A thoroughly cleansing cathartic for disappointing as that may be to the
chronic constipation or for an occa- large numbers vitally Interested In has been somewhat aggravated by the
otf of
Dm
war, had something will undoubtedly
"
sional purge. O. G. Schaefer and Red their resumption.
Next to ending the war, the surest have to be done to improve their earnCross Drug Store. Adv.
means of stock market resumption ing capacity which r.as been impaired
will be a revival of confidence. Thus by restriction imposed
by the Inter-sia-te
far Investors seem to have held their
commerce commission. A re
heads, and the greatJy Improved fi quest has been granted for reopening
nancial conditions of the last few the ase for the 5 per cent rate ad3&i
CAPITAL PAID IN
weeks warrant a distinctly more hope- vance. This is warranted
SURPLUS
by the fact
ful feeling regarding the future of In- that the roads have
been enforcing the
00,000. 0
5,M.M
vestments. There is no doubt that economies Fug?ested
by the commisany shrinkage In our investment se- sion, but are still unable to meet the
curities resulting from the war will demands iijKin their financial resourc
VVEJUJ4.V-jrEJ- !
&IjEJLVS.IV,li-?,- i
i.iJV3iJLi. ":-iJLvbe made good within a reasonable es,
especially since the impairment
period of time after the war Is over. ot general traffic brought on
by the
History shows that in all wars a sharp war. A great many readjustments of
D. T. Hosklns, Cashier.
H. Cunningham, Preside it
recovery in security values followed one sort or another have been
made
Frank Springer,
after the worst effects became known. within the last few months
which
are
The world's output of securities an- bound to
improve the resisting quali
As a matter of fact this wonderful little
amounts
to about $4,000,000,-00- ties of
nually
Investments and will undoubtdisk stove is ready to cook in much less
The war will of course result In
edly lead to a substantial recovery as
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Ollin Cimerron of Phoenix, Ariz.,
has come to Las Vegas to take a position with the Las Vegas Mercantile
company.

PERSONALS
W. H. Floyd of Boulder,

Colo., Is

stopping at one of the local hotels.
j. J. Burke of Denver is In the city
for a few days. ;
Mrs. A. E. Northwood of Wagon
Mound is in the city on a short shopping trip.
Mrs. M. A. Van.Houten of Shoemaker Is here, making a few purchases.
James E. Thomas of Topeka is
among the more recent hotel arrivals.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Birch of Santa Fe
stopped over yesterday at one of the
city's hotels.
Mrs. V. B. Curtis and niece arrived
yesterday from Topeka to join Mr.
Curtis, who came In some days ago.
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis, who are among
the old residents of the city, have returned here to reside.
Mr. and ,Mrs. Garnett Burkes of El
Paso arrived yesterday to visit their
children, Mr. and Mrs. Garnett
Burkes, Jr., of 1030 Fourth street
Miss Jennie Balmer of Salina, Kas.,
a sister of Mrs. Arthur Tillman, arrived yesterday and will reside in Iab
Vegas.
J ,D. Hand left last night for California, where he was called by the
serious Illness of his little girl,
far. and Mrs. J. C. Wertz, who have
teen east for several weeks, returned
last night.
T7C. Brown, auditor of tbe Harvey
system, is In Las Vegas on a brief
'
'
business visit.
F. M. DeCrocker, who has been foreman of the" composing room of The
Optic for some months, left for Albuquerque Saturday night, from where
he will proceed to El Paso.
Crocker, who made a host of friends
in Las Vegas during his brief residence here, plans to go from the
Texas city to the Pacific coast and
later to Hawaii. He is one of the
niftiest printers that ever handled a
stick and did the make-u- p
for this
paper.
Ceorge A. Fleming left this morning for Chicago, where he will remain for several weeks on business.
Dr. F. H. Crail, who has been away
from Las Vogas for several weeks
taking vacation and attending clinics
in the east, will return this evening
on train No. 9.

FULLY SEVENTY

DIED

IN THE SINKING SHIP
OF THE TRAGEDY. OF
THE LEGGETT ARE NOT

DETAILS

TODAY

BASEBALL

National League

at

New York.
Pittsburgh at Boston.
St. Louis at Philadelphia.
Cincinnati at Brooklyn.
.

Federal League

Chicago at Baltimore.
St. Louis at Pittsburgh,
Indianapolis at Buffalo.
Kansas City at Brooklyn.

Portland, Ore4., Sept. 21. No additional information was received here
today to indicate the exact number
of those who lost their livis when
the steam schooner Francis H. Leg- Western League
gett went down in a gale off the Ore- - St. Joseph at Denver.
ion coast Friday. Although the ship
Des Moines at Lincoln.
list left on shore shows that the pas
Sioux City at Topeka.
sengers and crew numbered 61, it Is
Omaha at Wichita,
known that there were additional passengers on board, making the total
70 or more, of whom only two were
rescued.
' Nine bodies were recovered today.
VPSTERnAV'a PFRIIITR
Of these two were women.
Captain
v v v v r v
r w
Moriyama of the Japanese cruiser
Idzumo, which picked up the Leg- Amerfcan League
gett's "S. O. S." call and Informed
At Cleveland
R.H.E.
other vessels in the vrcinity, sent the Cleveland - .
2
1 4
.
following wireless message today to Philadelphia
4 5
1
the Portland office of Charles It.
Batteries:
Morton, Hagei.:iaa and
& Company, agents of the
O'Ntill; Bender and Schang.

t

The Philomathean Literary society
met last Friday morning and rendered
one of its enjoyable programs. Cur
rent events and several other topics
of Interest served to pass the hour.

i

YOUR
SUIT
For Fall and Winter should be
ordered now.
We have a complete line of foreign and domestic suitings, com-

First: Will my money be safe?
Second: Can I get it when I want it?
Third: Will my bank be able and willing to give me financial aid
when I need it?
With ample capital and surplus, conservatively managed by directors
who have been successful in their business affairs, this bank offers safety
and prompt and liberal service to depositors of responsibility, v
.

& Trust Company
Peoples Bank
and
Capital
Surplus
$125,000.00

JAP AEROPLANES
BATIER GERMAN

The football squad Is practicing
dUly and expects to be In fairly good
shape within a few weeks. The boys
have been turning out pretty regularly and If several more would go out

for the team a iood rapresenta'Von
wni'.d be made during the present
eeuson. Tackling practice, scrimmages, ; and ligh signal practices have
been the methods used so far. The
boys are light on an average but very
fast. The entire hopes for a successIeggett:
ful showing are placed in the fact
condolences
for
'Very sympathetic
R. H. E.
At Detroit
that
they will be able to cover the
sad disaster which resulted in the Boston
-10 U 4
in a speedy manner. Profesground
vicof
loss
the Leggett and its many
3 10
1
Detroit
sor Donaldson has been putting all
tims. Very sorry we could not reach
Batteries:
Gregg and Pratt;
the candidates through stiff work and
the scene of the disaster in.timejOn
Mann and Stanage.
decided improvement Is already noted.
account of the great distance. (SignR. H. E.
Second Game
ed) Captain Moriyama, Idzumo."
2
7 6
Boston
The Trigonlan society met last Fri9
2
5
Detroit
day
morning in a regular business
OldBatteries: Wood and Thomas;
A temporary
WIRELESS COMPANY TO ham,
meeting.
constitution
McReynolds and McKee.
was adopted. The secretary of last
R. H. E. year left the city without leaving the
FIGHT UNITED STATES At New York
2
8
New York
t constitution and it will be necessary
St. Louis
.3 13 3 for the society to use the one adopted
DENIES NATION'S RIGHT TO DE
Fisher and Sweeney; Friday for several weeks. The society
Batteries:
has progressed considerably since its
MAND INFORMATION FROM
James and Agnem,
foundation last fall and expects to acITS OFFICERS
At Chicago
R. H. E. complish considerable during the com3 . 8
1 ing year.
New York, Sept 21. John W. Washington
1
5
1
'
Griggs, president of the Marconi Chicago The first issue of the Trigonlan
Batteries1:
and
Johnson
Bentley,
Wireless
Company of
Telegraph
News
will go to press this week. The
Cicotte, Russell and Kuhn.
America, announoed today his com- Henley;
Second Game
R.H. E. paper will be run along the lines
pany was still determined to fight
3 9
2 adopted last spring when the publicain the courts the right of the govern Washington
tion was started.
The staff to carry
8
3
6
.
ment to regulate Its operations. Sec- Chicago
on its publication this year were electBatteries:
Shaw,
Williams,
Engle
retary Daniels has threatened to close and
Ainsmith; Wolfgang and Schalk. ed last week. Frank H. H. Roberts,
the wireless plant at Siasconset,
Jr , succeeds himself as
Mass., unless a prompt and satisfac
LeRoy Brown was chosen as assistFederal
League
tory explanation is forthcoming as to
ant editor. The business staff has
E.
H.
R.
At
Indianapolis
why the company handled an unneu- - Buffalo
2 9
3 Frej Hagelberg at its head with Car-Io- b
.
tral message from a British cruiser
3 8 2
Spless and Volney Poulson as
to British admiralty agent asking for Indianapolis
Each class in the instituSchultz and Lavigne;
Batteries:
supplies.
tion has a reporter and several of the
and Rarldan.
Falkenburg
'Out attitude is exactly the same
organizations are well represented.
as it was before," Mr. Griggs said.
The News made its initial bow early
Western League
Daniels charging
"As to Secretary
lost spring and was successful In ev
R.H.E.
At Lincoln
that we did not submit a reply, we Lincoln
8 0 ery way. The present staff hopes to
-- 2
simply state that the government Des Moines 0 4 0 better the high standard set last
year.
lacked both the power and the right
Batteries: Scoggins and Blackburn;
to demand information of our busi- Thomas
It goes without saving that all en
and Haley, Andreasi.
ness. Secretary Daniels seems to be
R. H. B. joyed the speech by Bishop Edwin H.
Second Game
under the impression that the United Lincoln
6 9 2. Hughes last Tuesday
evening. It is
States at this- time is being governed Deis Moines
1- 4 2 seldom that the students have the
op
we
Furthermore,
by military laws.
Dessau and Rehor; portunity of listening to so distin
Batteries:
have not violated the neutrality of
guished a speaker and they made the
Thomas, Slattery and Haley.
the United States."
test of it
R.H.E.
At Denve.r
COTTON DEALING BEGINS
2
4 10
St. Joseph
,.
TEDDY STILL TALKING
New Orleans, Sept. 21 The New
3
10
13
Denver
Kansas City, Sept. 21. Refreshed
Orleans' cotton exchange will begin,
Batteries: Vance, Wllley and Grif
by a good night'a rest, Colonel Theoquoting spots Wednesday, it waa an fith; Mitchell end Spahr.
dore Roosevelt today plunged into the
nounced today. Attorneys for the ex
R.H. E.
Second Game
second day of speechmaking on his
change ruled that "trading contracts St. Joseph
4
3 4
made on- the- exchange are binding Denver
4
6 2 western tour. His first address of tho
was in Kansas City, Mo., where
whether or not the exchange ia closBatteries: Purcell, Sterzer and Ag- - day
at noon he was to address the pro
ed. This, according to views of ac
Block.
and
Melter
new; Zamlock,
tive brokers, materially changes the
gressives of Jackson county. Tonight
con
October
situation, as it affects
R.H.E. he will speak in Kansas City, Kansas
At Wichita
tracts., By this ruling October shorts Omaha
8 12 3
can buy spots, and longs will be Wichita
3 10 2
A VALUABLE PENDANT
forced to receive the cotton on. coat
Batteries: Crabb, Willis and Za-- Asheville, N. 'C, Sept. 21. Police
tracts,,
baugh; Sullivan, demons and Jones. and private detectives are searching
R;H.E. for a pearl and diamond pendant va
Second Game
3 ' 6
Omaha
lued at $50,000
'Of stolen from
3 10
Wichita Mrs. Henry Flagler at a local hotel
BatSeries: Styles end Zabaugh;
Hugglns, Baker and Graham, tt;
I.
!
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editor-in-chie-

SEW

To consider in Selecting Your Bank.

The senior class met last Monday
morning and elected officers for the
cemlng year. The members of the
class chosen to fill the various offices
are: LeRoy Brown, president; Miss
Louis Jaramillo, vice president; Frank
H. H. Roberts, Jr., secretary; Miss
Sylvia Vollmer, treasurer, and Miss
The seniors
Gladys McVay, editor.
have yet to choose the annual staff
for the 1915 "Southwest Wind." This
pjobably will be done some time this
week, as they are anxious to commence work as soon as possible. .

New York5 at St Louis.
Boston at Detroit

RECEIVED

Three Points

NORMAL NOTES

American League
Washington at Chicago.
Philadelphia at Cleveland.

Chicago

FORTS

at right prices.
Pressing, cleaning and repairing
receive special care.

CHA5, LEWIS

'

ABOUT

"Suspend Judgment," Say Suffs
London, Sept. 21. "Suspend Judgment on reports of alleged cruelty by
enemies of Great Britain and do not
engender hatred and vengeance," is
the gist of a resolution adopted by
the executive committee of the National Union of Women's Suffrage, a
body.

"We earnestly deprecate all speech
and writing tending to stir up ungov-erne- d
and Indiscriminate rage and
vengeance against the people of nations with whom Great Britain is at
war," reads the resolution. "Judgment should be suspended until there
is am opportunity of subjecting the al
leged Instances of fiendish
cruelty
and barbarity to careful Inquiry."

f.

1

You Will Find
"I' d

e

'j

Austrian In Brussels
Amsterdam, Sept 21. (via London)

CONDITIONS
MEXICO

Washington,

21.

Sept.

IN

President

Wilson will receive Wednesday a detailed report of conditions in Mexico

from Paul Fuller, who has Just return
with General
Carranza and other Mexican leaders.
The president will decide soon on the
exact date for the evacuation of Vera
Ctuz and measures to be taken for
tho proteotion of refugees.
That there will be no delay in the
evacuation except that necessary in
turning over the city to the Mexican
government was indicated after a conference between the president and
Secretary Garrison. Mr. Garrison told
the president the transports would
reach Vera Cruz about September 26.
He refused to predict when the troops
j actually would leave Mexico, but Indi
ed from conferences

cated he believed there would be no
delay because of the fears of refugees
in Vera Cruz.
The Dope on Carden
The Britlsh foreign office cabled
the British embassy here today for
copies of the printed accounts of a recent interview on conditions in Mexico attributed to Sir Lionel Carden,
tuc departing minister.
Ihe interview was printed Just after
S'r Lionel sailed from New York. Almost immediately the British ambas-s?.loSir Cecil Spring-Ricexpressed
regret to the state department. Later
the department formally inquired of
the British government If the allegeil
interview was authorized.
r,

e,

Villa Has a Row
State department! officials said today they had official .information contradicting the report that Villa haI
arrested General Obregon. The Incident was insignificant, according to
an announcement of tho state department, which had a report from Mexico. Obregon and Villa, the report
said, had a heated argument over a
difference of opinion as to the best
methods of accomplishing results in
Sonora. They finally reached an un--

cner.
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the best in all

he Wise Old Miller
knows there are as many grades and
kinds of Corn Flakes as there are
grades and kinds of flour.
To

tell the best the kind that
affords the biggest money's worth and
most satisfaction to the consumer
is easy for the old miller or food
expert.
purchaser who doesn't
know, must be protected. That is
why the producers of the very finest
Corn Flakes dindt' call them "Jones'
Corn Flakes" or "Smith's Corn Flakes."
But the

The

lst

At Toneka
Toneka
Sioux City

.

R?K. B.

-

-

1

4
4

W. W. HOLDS MEETING
anhnal
Sept.
Chicago,
meeting of the Industrial Workers of

0 the World began

Zl.-t-T- he

here today; under

the chairmanship of W. D. Haywood,
Batteries: Grover. and Tonnemaii;
general organizer. Adjournment until
Woodburn and Murphy. .
R.H.E. tomorrow was taken after the aPSecond Game
of
the
credentials
commit
pototmient
Topeka
2,9 4 tee. About 60 delegates were present
10 U 0
Sioux City .- Batteries: Wledeman and Gleason;
KILLED THE CASHIER
Clark and Crlap.
Chicago, Sept 21. Three robbers
today entered the Franklin Park Sav
TWO BANKS FAIL
ings bank, located in a suburb, fatally
Chehalis, Wash., Sept. 21. Follow shot the cashier and
escaped in an
ing a checking by th United States automobile with an unknown sum of
bank examiner and the state examin
mpney.
er, the United States National bank
at Centralla and the Union Loan and
Little Girl Cured of a Cold
Trust company of Centralla, were for
"Two years ago my little girl caught
bidden today to open their doors. The
a hard cold which went to her lungs
are financially allied.
and she coughed almost constantly.
statement
the"
issued,
to
According
as required- - by law, September 12, the got her a bottle of Chamberlaln'i
deposits in the United States Nation Cough Remedy. The beenficial effect of
al bank were more than $1,000,000 and this remedy was promptly demonstrat
the Union Loan and Trust company ed and this one bottle cured her,'
Loans made to writes Mrs. Lena Kennedy, Hunting
more than $200,000.
lumber interests are said to have ton, Ind. For sale by all dealers.
Adv.
brought on financial difficulties.
'

Superior Corn Fla.kes

were given a name that is distinctive- '

Post
-

I,

"

.'i

i..t

-

'

'

--

'

average housekeeper has, likely enough, tried some of the various "Corn
Flakes" on the market. To realize the perfection of taste in toasted Indian corn
cooked, rolled nnd seasoned with sugar and salt just as it ought to be one should
VThe

order

Post Toasties.

These famous Corn Flakes has been the favorite for years among chef and food
connoisseurs. They come ready to eat in sealed packages with an Inside Con-

tainer that keeps the delicious food crisp,

fresh and clean for the table".

And the price

is no higher than the cost of ordinary kinds.

two-conce-

SEASONS

Insist on your grocer supplying the

Po.st

l

BARON LEAVES JAPAN
Washington, Sept. 21. Baron Ton
Scboen, former secretary of the German legation to Japan, who left here
after the declaration of war, arrived
here today and will be attached tem
porarily to the embassy staff. His
father was German ambassador to
France at the outbreak of the war.

-

j

TAILOR

A message to the Telegraaf
says
German troops which were in Brussels have left that city for the French
and Russian frontiers, and the army
now occupying it is Austrian and has
with it Beven heavy siege guns. The
Telegraaf says that as an outcome of
quarrels between the Bavarian and
Prussian soldiers, several of the, Bavarian ringleaders In these disorders
have been courtmartlaled and shot In
Brussels it is reported the price of
provisions has increased very much
and some products are scarce.

(Continued from Page One)
Protest Reaches Washington
Washington Sept. 21. The French
ambassador, jules Jusserand, presented the protest of his government, as WILSON WILL HEAR
given in the foregoing dispatch, to
the state department today. It was
DETAILED REPORT
signed by Foreign Minister Del Casse.
In the absence of Secretary Bryan
the ambassador read the protest to
'
v
Acting Secretary Lancing.
PAUL FULLER WILL TELL HIM

--

prising all the latest weaves, and

P1VI

21, 1914.

Superior Com Flakes.

Toasties
v
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Bring: Your
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WHERE AMERICAN FLAG
NEVER HAS BEEN SEEN

T5he

LITTLE CHINESE SHIPS CARRY
STARS AND STRIPES UP IN-

OPTIC

75he

RESTAURANT

AND CAE!

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLES

t HI BEST

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

WANT

LAND RIVER

LOBBY

NO.
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. 4 FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
102 Meets every Monday night la
Shanghai Sent. 21. Destined for
A. M. Regular comone ot the most Interesting expedi
R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
munication first aad
8 o'clock.
lo
Visiting members are cor
tions taktn by vessels of the Ameri
third Thursday
can navy, the two little sister gunearn month. Visiting dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, president;
T. Buhler, Secretary; C. H. Bally,
boats, Palos and Monocacy, commisbothers cordially in
Treasurer.
sioned on June 23 at Shanghai, left
Van
H.
8.
M..
W.
M.
Cary,
vited. Guy
here recently and are now at HanPetten. Secretary.
river.
COO
miles tip the Yangtsze
KNIGHTS. OF COLUMBUS, COUr
kow,
!
This fall, after performing patrol duty
CIL NO. 804. Meu second ana
I.A3 VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
on the lower Yangtsze, they will start
ourth
TEMPLAR
Reg
Thurodaj In O. R. C. balL
a KNIGHTS
- Pioneer bulidinK.
lupon a trip which will take them
Tuessecond
Visiting member
"conclave
ular
'a
k
above Chunking almost 2,000 miles up
In each mcnth at Ma- are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
dey
China's great river anJ almost to the
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. II. M. G. K.; Frauk Anpel. F. 8.
borders of Thibet, where the AmeriSmith, E. C; Chas. Tamme, Recorder,
can, flag flying over an American ship
has never been seen before. The trip
LOCAL TIME WRDI
A!M &
OPTIC'S NUMSfNt
LA3 VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
will be taken at "middle water" when RATES TOR CLASSIFIED A.DVER
convoAL ARCH MASONS Regular
the jutting rocks of the dangerous
TISEMENT8
cation first Monday In each
East Bound
Yangtsze gorges have been submerged
month at Masonic Temple
and before the river swollen uy me Flv cents per lint each Insertion.
Arrive
Dean
at 7:30 p. m. P. A, Brlnegar,
rains has developed tts great whirl Estimate tlx ordinary words to a line.
7:46 y
H. P.; P. O. Blood, Secre No. I.... 7:20 p. m
nools and eddies which add great No ad to
11:51 F. v
No.
4. ...11:64 p m
occupy lets space than two
tary.
risks to navigation.
I:M a fc
No. I.... 1:25 a. m
All
advertisement
line
charged
The gunboats alike as two peas
,
1:04 y
....
1:25 p. m
will be booked at epaco actually set I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO, No.
are the first of the type built for the without
words.
Bound
of
West
number
to
4. Meet! every Monday evening at
regard
United States government. They have Cash In advlnce
Deian
Arrive
preferred.
their
hall on Sixth stieet All visiting
and
190 tons designated displacement
1:11 a
No. 1.... 1:10 p. m
to
brethren
attend.
invite
cordially
a designed draft of two feet five
8:41 a.
J. Frledenstlne, N. Q : A. T. Roger No. I.... 4:35 a. m
inches. They make 15 knots an hour
4:84 p. a
No. 7..v. 4:20 p. m
V.
T.
M.
Karl
El
wood.
Q.;
Secretary;
and with their four rudders answer
7:44 a. la
m
4:35
No.
p.
Wertz, Treasurer; C V. Hedgoock,
their helm with remarkable alacrity.
Trustee.
The ships were completely built at FOR RENT Furnished housekeeping Cemetery
rooms. 721 Fourth.
the government navy yard at Mare
B. p. O. ELKS Meets second and
Island, California, "knocked down"
fourth Tuesday evening of each
rooms for
and erected in Shanghai. There are FOR RENT Furnished
711
Elks" home on NinQ street
month
Sixth
lieht
housekeeping
odd economies, such as the shower
avenue. Visiting brothers
and
Douglas
6treet.
the
and
deck
on
forward
bath
the
are
Invited. Wm. H. Spring
cordially
cupboard under the stars and stripes
Exalted
er,
This
room
Ruler; D. W. Condon,
furnished
Two
RENT
FOR
is
astern, but the whole adaptation
Secretary.
house. 921 Lincoln.
for difficult river work and for deSliver
fense. Numerous rifle loop holes peep
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
. J
' s.'a
rooms
for
Three
FOR
RENT
light
r
r
on
and
deck
I'
cabins
i
armored
from the
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets in
-iuse
housekeeping; five room unfurnishthe "heavy" armament consists of
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
1118
aNtlonal
ed
the
cottage.
and
Inquire
one fore
two
of each
first and third Mondays
avenue.
EMPRESS
other aft. A set of long bamboo poles
8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
month
at
is a unique part of the defensive
Ladies always welcome O. L. FreeFLOUP
equipment. Their intended use is the FOR RENT Modern six room house,
man, President; Miss Cora Montague,
600
and
furnace
range.
repelling of pirates, who have a way
Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
of drifting down upon a ship in their
l t giving you
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
Deputy,
unweildv iunks and swarming over
Assistant Deputy, 1011
Montague
a
crew
present for dothe sides upon the surprised
Sixth street East Lat Vegas, H, M.
The ships carry crews of 50 men. Jn
ing something
command of the Monocacy is Lieu
1 VrW you 'd do
and
ny
L.
second
MOOSE
O.
Meets
100
O.
tenant A. P. Carter, and of the Palos FOR SALE 100 head fat steers,
v
eacb
10
fourth
of
when
evening
Thursday
stock
head
head
cattle,
good
you
way
Lieutenant Rohershef. It is the inhorses. F. j, Wesner, East Las Ve- month at Vf..O. V?. hall. ViItini
tention of the officers to gather
learn how Much
brother cordially Invited. Howard 1
gas, New Mexico.
and topographic data on
Better EMPRESS
Davis, Dictator; Harry L. Cutler, secy.
their trip up the Yangtsze.
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Special War Mourning
London, Sept, 21. The proposition

of instituting a distinctive form of
mourning to be worn by the relatives
of British soldiers and sailors killed
in the war has attracted much attention. Several titled ladles have interested themselves in the subject,
but the form which the mourning
should take is still undecided.
A Red Cross worker writing to
Queen Mary's Needlework guild suggested that all towns and villages organize local committees of women to
gather black clothing, used, but in
good condition, to ba distributed
among poor mourners who lose relatives in their country's service. To
dispense with mourning at this time,
the writer said, in answer to another
proposal, would he to entail further
hardships upon the poor. "The average rich person," she said, "hasn't
the slightest idea of the enormous
importance that working women attach to mourning. They will even
starve themselves and their children
to obtain money for its purchase. To
urge them to dispense with mourning
at such a time as this would add a
sting to the horrors of death." She
suggested that mourning supply commutes furnish men and children rela- tives with a black band bearing a
miniature Union Jack. '

Miscellaneous
ACCORDEON pleated ruffling
Phone Main 367.

done.

Last

FLOUR naBs k
Made by GER-MAPROCESS

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Love at O. R. C. hall, on the second

and fourth Tuesdays of each month at
8 p. m.
J. S. Nelson, Consul; G.
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local Deputy. Visiting members are especially welcome and cordially Invited.

DR. ADELAIDE B. LEWIS
Brown leather handbag. Be
Osteopathic Physician
tween Red Cross store and corner
Office Crockett Building
streets
National
of Eleventh and
Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 5 p.
Return to Optic. Reward.
Residence Phone Main 384

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT "S
GENUINE WM
ROGERS i,
A A
SONS'
STANDARD

LOST

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

Dentlet
Dental work ot any description at
moderate price
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phont
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411

JONES-BOWER-

S

MONUMENT
Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central

Attorney-at-La-

MONTANA STATE FAIR
Helena, Mont., Sept. 21. The Mon
tana state fair opened in this city to-

The
day for a week's engagement
exhibits in the various departments
this year are of the finest. The min
ing display and the exhibits ot live
stock, machinery, and agricultural and
horticultural products are all of an ex
ceptionally high standard. The man-agement expects the attendance dur- ing the ensuing five days to break all
previous records.
j

Many Get Divorce
FOSTPONED
BECAUSE OF WAR
Shanghai, Sept. 21. American citi21. The InternaPhiladelphia,
Sept.
zens residing" in, China may now ob- tional
on Home Education,
Congress
tain divorce there. The necessity of which was to
have assembled In this
citizens of the United States residing
city today, has been indefinitely postin China taking a 10,000 mile trip to
poned because of the European war,
a state court in order to Institute diwhich prevents the attendance of forvorce proceedings has been obviated
eign delegates who were to have tak
by what is considered one of the most en a
prominent part In the proceedhanded
in
down
decisions
important
Much interest had been maniings.
the United States court for Chlnat
fested in the gathering, largely from
here
The decision, made
recently
the fact that It was to have been the
by Judge Charles S. Lobingier lm the Ci
st of its kind held on this side ot
case of Tahaim Hashimoto Cavanagh
the
Atlantic. The last meeting of the
vs. S. D. Worden overrules that of
was held four years ago in
congress
the former judge who had declared
the court which ranKs as a United Liege, Belgium, and was attended by
States district court lacked jurisdic- representatives of 20 nations.
tion. The new judge granted a deCITROLAX
cree of divorce to the plaintiff, the
Users say It is the ideal, perfect
first since the founding of the court.
He based his decision upon the case laxative drink. Ml J. Perkins, Green
"I have used pills,
of Biddfe vs. the United States, Oc- Bay, Wis., say
tober 28, 1907, which held that the oils, salts, eta, but were all disagree
United States court ror China could able and unsatisfactory. In Citrolax 1
go to legislation which congress had have found the ideal laxative drink."
enacted for Alaska and. the District For sick headache, sour stomach, lazy
of Columbia and assume the same juf-- liver, congested bowels, Citrolax Is
isdiction as
by congress to Ideal. O. Q. Schaefer and Red Cross
(Drug Store. Adv.
courts in these territories.

CO

IS Tears Practical Experience.
E. A. JONES
W. W. BOWERS
GEO. H. HUNKER

East Las Vegas, 'New Mexico.
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RETAIL PRICES
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FIND WHAT YOU WANT

WANT ADS
SELL WHAT YOU DONT.WANT

CLASSIFIED ADS search out t he people to whom among those who
MIGHT BUT the particular thing la worth mosL
THE PROPERTY you want to sell Is WORTH MOST to people who
read the ads in this paper and who never would hear of your
property unless It were a dvertised here.
OTHERS who read and answer tbe ads In this newspaper want (and
are anxious o pay
; uuuro, auiuuiuuues, usea macninery ana
furniture, articles of use fulness of any sort, musical Instruments.
WANT ADS are Inexpensive, get results and EVERYBODY'S
FIED. Try them.
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Pay a year's subscription to the Daily Optic and

get your choice of the following Magazines
For Twelve flonths:
l'M'UIU'lliim"JlMWWJWt

HcWS

MAGAZINE

THE WOMEN S HOME COMPANION

THE NATIONAL

at

once, you can begin with the
issue of the Magazine of your choice without being
bothered by any possible delay

By placing your subscription

January
CALL

AT

OFFICE

THE

AND

The Daily Optic for one year
The Daily Optic and one
flagazine for one year

$to

to
to

SUBSCRIPTION

YOUR

The Daily Optic for one year
The Daily Optic) and one
Hagazine for one year

$7.00
$7-5-

0

$6.oo
$6.50
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to
to
to
to
to
to
to

LEAVE
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of Custer's last stand, came to grief
at Libach, where the circus with
which they were engaged was forced
to disband, and after several weeks
of interviews with German and Austrian officials, who were suspicious
of the red men, they finally made
their way to Loudon with tales of
hardships which rival the stories of
Only by
pioneer days in Wyoming.
mittinir on all their feathers and war
paiait were the Indians able to estab
lish their identity thoroughly and
make their way through the war zone.
In ordinary clothing they had nothing but trouble and merely progressed from one Jail or compound to another. But buckskin suits decorated
with beads and .crowns of turkey
feathers stamped them as real Americans and speeded their passage.

MANY SEEK RELIEF

The assorted
Loudon, Sept.
omipany which presents itself at the
headquarters of the American residents' relief oommiiK e resembles a
congress of nations. Negroes, Japanese, Chinese, Hindus and Arabs are
among those who nhow papers proving themselves cltizms of the United
States and who are trying to get
home. The first rush of applicants
for aid was made up chiefly of tour
ists, hut later began the stream of
Americans who had resided In Europe
for some time and were employed in
the various countries affected by the
war. Many negroes who had been
engaged as musicians and entertainers were Instantly thrown out of work
and sought the help of the American
government. Actors, circus ierform-ers- ,
vaudevillians and all sorts of entertainers found themselves In a similar plight. Chief Lewis Deer of the
Cheyenne Indians and his company
of braves who were delighting Austrian crowds with their reproduction
21.

First of the Season
LARGE ONES FOR FRYING
5mall ONES FOR STEWING
We

STORE

STEARNS'

On Account
Ytars

our Store will be closed
N
all day Monday s

-

65c and 75c

Old Taylor (VhisKey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Waite Davis Is taking a short
cation from Murphey's drug store.

va-

FRESH

Finch's Golden Weeding Rye, aged
la wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

I AS A SPECIAL INDUCEMENT

First shipment of fresh oysters juBt
In at the Bismark. Open all night
Adv.
VIRGINIA SWEET POTATOES

For sale at Cooley's barn, safe,
scales, stove, lap robes and blankets,
clipping machine and all stable equip.
ments, one week only Adv.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

MISSION GRAPES

50c per Basket

Charles Touchon, formerly of Floyd
county, Texac,,has taken over the
Chris Wiegand place a few miles
south west of Las Vegas, and with his
family will make it his future home,
lie !s stocking the ranch with a herd
cf some 60 head of cattle and horses,
and plans to enter the dairy business.

JOHN H. YORK

PHIZES FOR BETTER
BABIES

ARE SENT

COUNTY FAIR EXPECTS TO MAKE
A
THIS DEPARTMENT
SUCCESS

The matron's1 committee recently
appointed by the directors of the coua
ty fair association to conduct the
"better babies" contest In connection
with the exhibition next month has
received word from New York that
the supplies requisite for the contest
are on the way and should be In Laa
Vegas In a day or two.
There will be ho cash prizes, hut
two bronze medals will be awarded
and ito addition there will be ten "bet
ter babies ' diplomas besides a host
of valuable books of hints to mothers
etc., to be distributed among contest
ants, The committee has not yet
chosen the board of examining physi
cians, but it is expected that the
names of the doctors who will make
the examinations will shortly be an

since.

NEW SECRETARY

Es- -

FOR

peranza Herrera had found his mlssin?
IS HERE
cattle yesterday, after a search cov
ering several days. The animals disappeared from Herrera's herd near
the reservoir site on the Las Vegas L. F. SCATTERDAY ARRIVES THIS
AFTERNOON FROM
Rrnnt last week. Herrera reported his
loss to Sheriff Gallegos, who at once
started an investigation. The cattle
were found In the neighborhood of
L. F. Scatterday, newly elected sec
Los Alamos, and it is believed
they retary of the Y, M. "a A., arrived
wandered away during the night. The from Denver
today on train No. 1. P,
missing cattle were 20 in number.
H. LeNoir, the retiring secretary, will
remain with Mr. Scatterday until the
There will be a meeting of the Fra first of October
Initiating him Into
ternal Brotherhood this evening at O. the work of the association In
Las
R; C. hall, AH members are urged to
Vegaa and introducing him to the
attend.
business mep of the city. Both men
will devote much of their time dur
E. B. Croipp was granted a decree ing the remaining days of this month
of divorce from Bessie L. Cropp this to the arrangements for the Ivceum
morning by District Judge D. J. course this winter, a more complete
Leahy, on the grounds of abandon- announcement of which will be pub
'
ment and desertion.
lished shortly.

OUR OPEfMNG SALE
We will give you absolutely free your choice of any of the Rockers
shown In our window with EVERY PURCHASE of $25.00 or more.

CASH OR CREDIT
SATURDAY

EVENING.

These Rockers range In price from $5.00 to $7.50 each.
SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY.
Remember everything In this store Is NEW and of the LATEST
We have no OLD 8TOCK to work off.

DESIGNS.

Page Furniture & Undertaking Co.
"The Store With a Conscience."
PHONE VEGAS 114, 507 SIXTH STREET.

Interest Paid

y

The Modern Woman
knows there is no economy in

)3J

particularly she loiows the best
Is the cheapest. That Is why so
many ..up to th,S; times women
use our flour r. exclusively. A
trial will tell you why In unmistakable terms. OrJer a sack today.
Ask your grocer
Quill Flour.

&e Las

In

a hearing before Judge

,

for

Pure

Vegas Rloller Mills

David

Ji.

chambers this morning, of
a" suit
brought by the First National
bank against John S. Clrk, trustee In
bankruptcy for A. M. Adler, to foreclose a mortgage on the Adler home
property on Seventh street, Mr. Adler and others entered a demumr,
which the court overruled.
Leahy

In

Atlantic liners, with 4,273 passengers
at rived today, and three more, with
1,107, were due before night, making
the day's total 5,380, the majority
Americans.
The Nieuw Amsterdam from Rotter
dam brought 1,193 passengers;
the
from Glasgow 1.326. and the
St. Paul from Liverpool 1,154. Those
HARVEY'S IS OPEN
Carriage jfmt Saturday morning. exrected were the Zeel'and from Liver
Leave orders at Murphey's Adv.
pool, the Minnewaska from London
and the Principello from Rotterdam.
Some of the St. Paul's passengers
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
were certain that Russian troops had
FOUND Lady's coat on Douglas ave. ljeen. transported through England to
Owner may have same by calling at. France.
Optic and paying for this adv.
The Methodist Ladles', Aid society
Special rates by the month, at El as made arrangements to hold a
Porvenir. Phones Olive 5174 or Main bakery sale at York's grocery store
20. Adv.
'Saturday, St;ember 26.
(

At

the Home of the Best of Everything Eatable

Concord Grapes

40c

reaches Q1 Of

Pears

MUl

per Basket

fir

ir
O

For thd best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Mlchelin tubes
Miller

Austrlans Deny Defeat
Manchester, Mass., Sept. 21. The
following official statement received
by wireless from Vienna was made
public here today by Dr. Konstantln
Dumba,
ambassa
dor:
"Foreign papers again published re
ports about about colossal Russian victory. We are said to have lost 250.000
dfad and wounded, 100,000 prisoners
and 300 guns. The whole
army is sai dto have been
These are, of course, pure in
ventions. Our army has reneatedlv
defeated and continually weakened
the Russian army and is now readv to
flfcht a new battle."

Non-Ski-

I! THE GBAAF & HAYWARD

C0.ST0RE

and Varnishes Is very complete. We handle
.
..
...
ft lnmn!atA aeanM mint- " .
Mucin, ui ucim una. vacuums paints. ArCDltectS
'
everywhere insist on this bnnd. We have
v

Paint

ALL WORK
GUARANTEED

n

Bath Tub Enamel.

0

R

nit.!rt
mam- inn zt a
rnone

i
lC-r

A

m

Urd free.

LUBWiG VJM. ILFELD

Emperor Did Not Flee
The Hague, Sept. 21 (via TjcmAcm
The intimations
recentlv caeA
abroad that Emperor Francis
Joseph
naa tied from Vienna Is denied
by the
minister here, who
today received a dispatch about the
activities of the emperor on hehalf
of Austrian wounded. These include
a visit to one of the Imperial
palaces,
which has beem turned into a military
hospital.

Austro-Hungaria-

Russians are Winning
Paris, Sept 21. In a message for
Petrograd the Havas correspondent
says that during the t three dav
the Russians in Galicia have captured
l.,000 Austrlans, according to an offi
cial statement. Many cannon, ouick
fire guns and supplies also have been
' taken.

Written Guarantee

British Vessel
London. SeDt 21. A

the effect that: F
the price declines the
buyer will have the
amount of the decl'ne
"
refunded.

Sunt

Evening News from Rangoon, British
India, says that the captain and crew
of the Clan Matheson were landed at
Rangoon todav. Their Rlltn TXTQa cmnlr
by the German cruiser Emden off
aJB
roim on tne Bay of Bengal on
September 14. After tho vCOODi
-- wv
nao
sunk, the crew were tranRfArro
ite- comer Marco Mannia.
Accompanylne the
co Mannia then steamed
econ. Sunday evening the Emden
held up a Norwegian
vessel, the
u',unaat me mouth of ih T5o
transferred th nH0An..D
me uoore, wnich brought them to Ran

Everything in Hardware and FuroHure

2QL

Next to Bridge

j

to

goes with every car

?

CHAS. ILFELD CO.
Agents for The Ford

'

-

goon.

WANTED
office
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'WE CAN PLEASE YOU

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
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is Still On

Now is your time to get a.n

Odd Dresser Cheap.

A $12.50 OAK DRESSER NOW $9.35,
A $29.00 MAHOGANY DRESSER NOW $17.40.
A $36.00 CIRCASSIAN WALNUT DRESSER NOW $21.60.
A $29.25 QUARTERED OAK DRESSER NOW $19.50.

or Dye

your old
Garments.

ii

p iBBBllll

'J'he Big Remodeling

Clean

o
o

FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

.

fj

Buggy and Auto Paint
Jap A Lack Varnishes.

AT OUR SHOP

DONE

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

LET US

Floor Varnishes.

House Paint.

O

1

need-

t--

V-

Austro-Hungaria-

n

and tires and Flsketires and everything
?
'
ed for the auto,

Austro-Hungaria-

OE

0ur line of Pa!nt

Floor

per Box
per Box

I

HOE

on Time Deposits

TIRES AND TUBES

t

AMERICANS REACH HOME
New Yok, Sept. 21. Three trans

Reserve

Federal

Stales

3SBKBKI

(male), salary $1,080. Auto machinist
(male), salary $4 per diem. On October 21 Bookbinder, (male), salary $ 1
to $5 per diem. Tariff assistant and
assistant in foreign trade marks, salary $l,4(io; Linotype machinist (male)
salary GO cents per hours. Further information may be had from. Oscar
at the East Las Vegas postofflce.

It wa sstated this morning that

!

-

Y.M. C.A.

R- -

ENDING

indl-gettlo-

TOMATOES

3 lbs for 25c

deliv-eryme-

EPS

F O

WAR

CHICKENS

SPRING

untied. This Is contrary to one of
the city's ordinances. Raindorf gave
bond for his appearance In police court
later this week. Coles arrested
n
so frequently several years
ago for leaving their teams untied that
this class of drivers has not offended nounced.

the: cash grocer

MONDAY MORNING.

FANCY

Cecil R. C. Raindorf, who resides
on the Pecos forest reserve, was arretted yesterday by Chief of Police
Ben Coles for leaving his team untied.
Raindorf stopped at the Y. M. C. A
t pick up a passenger for El Porve-nir- .
and, it Is said, he left his horses

HIE DA VIS

STARTING

NEWS

Lin-ber-

of the Jewish New

--

LOCAL

Civil service examinations will he
held in Las Vegas in October as fol
lows: On October 12 Dairy husbandman (male), salary $1,800. Ferryman

have the only Real Good Potaloes jn the City.

STATE TO NAME CANDIDATES
governor and Joseph Walker, of Brook-linhas been selected to head the
Boston, Sept 21. The three leadIn
state
Massachusetts
ticket of the progressive party.
ing political parties
will hold their primaries tomorrow for
th! nomination of candidates for rep- Are You Subject to Bilious Attacks?
resentatives in congress atid the state
Persons who are subject to bilious
offices to be filled at the November attacks will be interested in the ex(Continued from Page One)
election. There is no fight for the perience of Mrs. Louise Shunke,
"All parties are united as to the gubernatorial nomination in any of Frankfort, N. Y., "About five years
n
justice of our cause and all are deter- the three parties. Governor David I. ago I suffered a great deal from
mined to see the war to a successful Walsh is unopposed for renomination
and biliousness," she says. "I
on 'the democratic ticket. Former
conclusion.
began taking Chamberlain's Tablets
Congressman Samuel W. McCall will and they relieved me at once." For
be nominated by the republicans for sale by all dealers. Adv.
Germans Renew Offensive
London, Sept 21. A Central News
dispatch from Amsterdam brings" an
Jefferson Reynolds, President
official statement Issued at Berlin, givE. D. Reynolds, Vice President ' "
S. B. Davis. Vice President
events
account
of the
ing the German
Hallet Reynolds. Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant CasWei.
of the battle in northern France, beginning with the German withdrawal
from the Immediate vicinity of Paris.
The statement says:
"During the last week the troops of
the allies made an attack on the fortiOF LAS VEGAS. N. M.
the
fied German positions between
Olse and the Meuse. The French were
AS A MEMBER OF THE
protected on the west by the Paris
lines and on the east by the Meuse
and Moselle.
"The German troops retired slowly
United
Bank
In conformity with the plan of the
general staff until favorable positions
were reached. The French, reinforced
We offer our patrons an especial
by troops from Paris and by armies
of benefit and security.
guarantee
frrm regiments to the south of Paris,
flnd from Belfort took the offensive
while guns from Paris were brought
up and used in the fighting.
"The plan of the French was to attack the flank of the German's right
wing. This plan was unsuccessful,
and the French sustained severe losses. Three days ago the Germans assumed the offensive.
"The German right wing has been
greatly reinforced, as also has the cen
ter. The main force is between Berry
au Bac and the forest of Argonne. The
fortress of Verdun is being attacked
from two sides."

e,

The Ladies' League of the First
Presbyterian church will hold a misMrs. G, W. Home,
dressmaker,
sionary tea tomorrow afternoon at Keister college, system, 20 years ex2.30 o'clock at the home of Mrs. J. H.
perience, work guaranteed. 711 Main
Ward, 403 Eighth street.
stieet, Phone Main 240. Adv. eod 18.

VSTEBSS

Fancy
Fresh

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 1914.

Dozens more at Equally Good Prices

.

J. C. Johnsen

&

Son,

LAS VEGAS LEADING UNDERTAKERS

